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ABSTRACT 

Peptide separations based upon mixed-mode hydrophilic and ionic interactions with a strong cation-exchange column have been 
investigated. The peptide separations were generally achieved by utilizing a linear increasing salt (sodium perchlorate) gradient in the 
presence of acetonitrile (ZO-90%, v/v) at pH 7. The presence of acetonitrile in the mobile phase promotes hydrophilic interactions with 
the hydrophilic stationary phase, these hydrophilic interactions becoming increasingly important to the separation process as the 
acetonitrile concentration is increased. At acetonitrile concentrations of 20-50% (v/v) in the mobile phase, the peptides utilized in this 
study were eluted in order of increasing net positive charge, indicating that ionic interactions were dominating the separation process. 
Peptides with the same net positive charge were also well resolved by an hydrophilic interaction mechanism, being eluted in order of 
increasing hydrophilicity (decreasing hydrophobicity). At higher acetonitrile concentrations (7G90%, v/v), column selectivity was 
changed dramatically, with hydrophilic interactions now dominating the separation process. Under these conditions, specific peptides 
may be eluted earlier or later than less highly charged peptides, depending upon their hydrophilic/hydrophobic character. This mixed- 
mode methodology was compared to reversed-phase liquid chromatography of the peptides at pH 2 and pH 7. The results of this 
comparison suggested that mixed-mode hydrophilic-ion-exchange chromatography on a strong cation-exchange column rivals re- 
versed-phase liquid chromatography for peptide separations. 

INTRODUCTION a final desalting/purification step) [ 1,2,7], its use to 
date has certainly not rivalled that of RPLC. 

The utility of ion-exchange chromatography (IEC) Although the major process governing peptide 
for peptide separations has been somewhat over- retention behaviour on ion-exchange columns in- 
shadowed in the past by the extensive employment volves ionic interactions between the column matrix 
of reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) and the peptide solutes, all ion-exchange packings 
for such applications. The major advantages of the have, in our hands, also exhibited some hydrophobic 
latter technique, apart from its powerful resolving character leading to long peptide retention times and 
capability, include the availability of volatile mobile peak broadening [1,8]. Most researchers prefer to 
phases, aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)-aceto- avoid separations based upon such mixed-mode 
nitrile systems being the most frequently employed ionic-hydrophobic column behaviour. Thus, an or- 
[l]. Such volatile mobile phases avoid the need for ganic solvent, such as acetonitrile, is frequently 
sample desalting, frequently an important consider- added to the mobile phase buffers to suppress any 
ation for subsequent peptide characterization or use. such hydrophobic packing characteristics [1,8]. Re- 
Thus, although IEC has been successfully applied to cently, this laboratory demonstrated that manipula- 
peptide mixtures [l-8], occasionally as one part of a tion of the acetonitrile concentration (2~50%) in 
multi-step protocol (e.g., IEC followed by RPLC for the mobile phase buffers enabled considerable flexi- 
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positively charged peptides at pH 2 and pH 7. The 
results of this comparison suggested that, although 
the mobile phases employed for HILIC-IEC in this 
study are somewhat less convenient than the volatile 
mobile phases characteristic of RPLC, HILIC-IEC 
may rival RPLC for peptide separations. 
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